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Mission

• Advance the discipline of EA by creating new knowledge that showcase a partnership between academe and industry.
• Support an EA research agenda that is both
  — academically viable, and
  — valuable to the industry partners
Our KPIs

• Key metrics for the research agenda:
  – Research outcomes in academic outlets, and
  – Presentations in industry conferences, and
  – Reports, Tools and Guidelines for circulation to this group.
Core Advisors

- Scott Bittler, Gartner
- John Sweitzer, IBM
- Con Kenney, National Defense U.
The Road So Far

EA Research Meeting, **Sept 2009**
Developing research themes (at Penn State)

EA Research Meeting, **Mar 2010**
Discussing the center model (at MITRE)

EA Research Meeting, **Sept 2010**
Deciding the research group model (at Penn State)

First Full Research Meeting, **February 2011**
This Meeting

• Recognition: James Kennedy and CSC
• Key goals for this meeting
  – Consider six specific research projects to pursue
  – Revisit and refine EA research themes
  – Plan for the next EA research meeting

Handout: Agenda for this Research Meeting
Behind the scenes

• Discussions with the Office of Research Programs at Penn State
  – Center Membership Agreement
  – Non-disclosure Agreement
  – Structure for working with Faculty

• Discussions with the Core Research Group
  – Example research project descriptions
The Center for EA

- Enterprise Architecture
- Education and Research
This Meeting

- Key goals for this meeting
  - Consider six specific research projects to pursue
  - Revisit and refine EA research themes
  - Plan for the next EA research meeting
Our Agenda

- Six Research Presentations
- Panel to refine Research Themes
- Update on educational initiatives
- Discussion of Research Projects presented